Editorial Calendar

**JANUARY (due 10/1/18)**
*Corporate compliance success stories*
True and powerful stories of famous corporations successfully implementing compliance program and individuals improving their own mindsets

**FEBRUARY (due 11/1/18)**
*Compliance officers vs. corporate legal team*
How to work effectively with the legal team to benefit the organization’s ethical culture

**MARCH (due 12/1/18)**
*Sexual harassment in the workplace*
How to develop effective compliance programs to prevent and address sexual harassment claims

**APRIL (due 1/1/19)**
*Whistleblowing and anti-retaliation*
Support or reprimand a whistleblower? What should happen after the whistle’s blown

**MAY (due 2/1/19)**
*Too many cooks in the kitchen*
How should compliance officers act when third parties (legal team, HR, gov’t agencies, etc.) are conducting concurrent investigations?

**JUNE (due 3/1/19)**
*Computation compliance*
Predicting and implementing the compliance needs for the increase of automated processes, due to advancing technology

**JULY (due 4/1/19)**
*Building your compliance committee*
Helpful steps and tips on constructing an effective and long-lasting compliance committee

**AUGUST (due 5/1/19)**
*Risk assessments*
The DOs and DON’Ts, and whose responsibility it is to encourage and enforce assessments and mitigation efforts

**SEPTEMBER (due 6/1/19)**
*Cyber warfare as terrorism*
Its future trend, and what you and your organization can do to lower the risk of being targeted

**OCTOBER (due 7/1/19)**
*Seeing the forest through the trees*
Best practices in navigating complex regulations

**NOVEMBER (due 8/1/19)**
*Looking the gift horse in the mouth*
The ethical and legal reasons behind your organization’s regulations for giving and receiving gifts

**DECEMBER (due 9/1/19)**
*Personal benefits from company relationships*
Exploring the nature of conflicts of interest and how compliance professionals can effectively reduce wrongdoing